December 2, 2021
The Honorable
Ron DeSantis
Governor of Florida
State of Florida
The Capitol
400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001
Dear Governor Ron DeSantis:
This is an official call on behalf of all Floridians, all Florida Patriots, and all True
Americans throughout the USA for you to begin the process of organizing the Florida
Militia, communicating with other Patriotic Governors, and orchestrating SMART Action
Plans for eliminating the communists that have infiltrated and hijacked the government
of the United States of America.
Everything that has been written and published on the Homepage of
RighteousArmy.org represents the position of all genuine Conservatives, Christians,
Patriots, Truthers and True Americans. The 12 hours documentary, Europa: The Last
Battle, which can be viewed on the Videos page of that website, provides a great wealth
of additional information that substantiates our need to prepare for battle in order that
we might save our Republic.
There exists a group of persons within this world that is made up of several wealthy elite
families whose long-term objective is total world domination and complete control over
all of humanity. They intend to use technologies to achieve that goal. We have made
abundantly clear at TheBigVirusHoax.com that they are using completely bogus and
unscientific concepts of alleged and so-called “viruses” to manipulate and control
people through ignorance and fear. They are using sophisticated psychological
operations, which are being heralded through the mainstream media corporations that
they own and control, to push false narratives that enable them to more easily strip
people of their God-given Inalienable Rights. They are using vaccinations as a delivery
system to inject ever-evolving technologies into people. Their so-called “booster shots”
are nothing more than technological upgrades. They will use their technologies in
conjunction with vaccinations to tag, track, and monitor every aspect of every person's
life. They will also be able to send out frequencies that will stimulate the injected
technologies in ways that will enable them to make people sick and/or kill them. It is
their solution to future Race and population control.

This is an official and sincere request for you to begin organizing and training the
Florida Militia, which according to Florida Statute 250.02 includes every able-bodied
Floridian. We have been bombarding you with phone calls, emails, Facebook comments,
Twitter tweets, videos, and snail mail throughout 2020 and 2021 providing you with
information concerning the Truth about what so-called “viruses” are and what they are
not, the reality of the dangers of unhealthy, poisonous, and deadly vaccines, and
pointing you to all of the Laws that protect our God-given Inalienable Rights, including
our Declaration of Independence, Constitution of the United States, Bill of Rights,
Federal Civil Rights, the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S. Code, 18 U.S. Code, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the International Bill of Human Rights.
You have clearly been stepping up to the plate to defend the God-given Inalienable
Rights of your constituents throughout Florida. But our Rights and the Laws that protect
them have been being politicized over the last several years, especially during the
“Coronavirus Global Pandemic,” PLAN-demic, SCAM-demic, HOAX. EXAMPLE: Let’s say
you get voted out of office, most likely through rigged voting machines as occurred
during the 2020 Presidential Election. Does that mean some Democrat governor can
step in and start violating our Rights again? They have created the illusion that
depending upon what political party holds office determines whether our Rights are
preserved and protected. That is BULLSHIT. That is clearly what is happening throughout
our Nation. Democrats are holding entire States hostage. Even some uninformed
Republican politicians are doing the same. But is it really because they are uninformed,
or because they are being bribed, bought off, and paid for by the same communists
who are bribing, buying off, and paying for our CORRUPT “Career Politicians” in
Washington, D.C.?
It is time to fight back against the communists who have orchestrated this assault upon
our Nation and the world. It is time to arrest them and hold them accountable.
These are the same people who own and control all forms of media, including
Hollywood, television programming, cartoons, the music industry, music videos, video
games, advertising agencies, etc., which they have used to demoralize, putrefy, and
destroy the minds of our children and youth throughout the USA and throughout the
world. It is time to clean up the USA and this world. This Godly task can and should be a
surgical operation. But to the extent that these New World Order One World
Government Communist Globalist Elites have all the money and can put together their
own army, we should be prepared to do battle on some small scale.

There is no need for Nations to rise against Nations. The same New World Order One
World Government Communists created the industrial war complex and have pitted
Nations against Nations over the past 200 years. Did you know that the Rothschild
family funded every single war since the Napoleonic wars of 1803 to 1815? Now they
are in the process of taking down the USA. The Militia MUST rise.
We have faith and confidence in your ability to do the job and do it right. You are
standing out above all the Governors in our Nation. You have proven to be a good
man. Considering the momentum of evil it is time for Good men to be exceedingly
great men. You, Governor Ron DeSantis, have an opportunity not just to save Florida,
not just to save the Nation, but to save the entire world. You can choose to be the man
that will be remembered as no less of a hero than David who cut off Goliath’s head
3,100 years ago. You are the man to get the momentum needed to defeat the evil
agenda that is upon us. There are more than enough people who can think for
themselves that are ready to fight. More than enough who will gladly risk death rather
than see evil continue in the USA.
I would not definitively state that Donald J. Trump was, or is, a Deep State Operative. But
it can be strongly argued with an abundance of persuasive information that he was
commissioned to run on a very pro-American platform and rally True American Patriots
across our Nation so they could be sized up, seen for their numbers, strengths, and
weaknesses, and labeled as “White Supremacists,” “Domestic Terrorists,” and
“Seditionists,” which is precisely what happened to the American people under his
watch, in order that the New World Order One World Government Communists might
carry onward with their “Globalist Agenda” unimpeded. Donald J. Trump is not going to
save America. Only We The People can do that.
Per our Declaration of Independence: “Governments are instituted among Men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or
to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles
and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
their Safety and Happiness.”
This is an official call for you to begin the process of organizing the Florida Militia,
communicating with other Patriotic Governors, and orchestrating SMART Action Plans
for eliminating the communists that have infiltrated and hijacked the Federal
Government of the United States of America. The rest of this world needs the USA right
now too. They need a Righteous Army to save them!

We The People Are The Militia!
Sincerely,
We The People Of The Great State Of Florida

